
WELCOME 

I am an accredited family mediator and was a magistrate in the family courts for a number of 

years. My family has also been through the family courts and it was a very stressful and difficult 

process. It struck me that there was very little help that I could access online, which prompted 

me to write this guide. I wanted to try to take away a little of the mystery and to explain what 

the different sections of the form are for. The court process seems an impossible riddle for 

many people, the C100 form looks complicated enough to put most people off and people are 

often happy to pay a solicitor or other professional to complete the C100 form on their behalf. 

But not everybody has the money to be able to afford this. It is difficult enough to be going 

through the court process without having the barrier of a complicated-looking form which will 

cost you a lot to have completed for you. This guide will take you step-by-step through the 

form and hopefully give you the confidence to be able to complete it yourself. What is impor-

tant to remember is that you know your children and your situation the best, so you really are 

the best person to say what you think is best for your children. Of course, there will be some 

case which are legally more complex than others, but I hope this guide will give enough infor-

mation for many to complete the application themselves.

I wish you and your family every happiness in the future.

Stuart Hanson FMCA JP

Managing Partner & Family Mediator



WHY ARE WE HERE? 

I personally work with about 50 people a month who need to sort out their family problems. 

The most frequent problem is agreeing the time that each parent has with their children. One 

parent very often feels that the other is controlling the time they are “allowed” to have and 

that they are not able to be as much of a parent as they want. In many cases it becomes a 

power struggle, and in the end, it is the children they both love so much who lose out the 

most. Other parents – and of course this can include grandparents – face a brick wall where 

there is no contact after an argument or disagreement and contact is stopped as a punish-

ment. Going to court is not a fun experience for anyone and what you are facing is probably 

one of the most stressful situations in your life. On top of that comes the cost, which stops 

many people even being able to make the application to court.

BUT SURELY I HAVE 
TO GO TO COURT, DON’T I? 

That may have been the case in the past, but since April 2013 it has become a very expensive 

way for nearly everyone. That’s when Legal Aid – which pays legal costs for people on benefits 

or a low income – stopped being available for nearly all Family Court matters. But there are 

other ways to resolve problems. One popular alternative is family mediation, a sort of ‘refereed 

discussion’ which aims to help parents come to an agreement jointly rather than confronting 

and battling each other in court. And what’s more – Legal Aid is still available for this. Even 

if you don’t qualify for Legal Aid, your ex-partner might, which would also pay the costs of 

your MIAM (Mediation Information & Assessment Meeting) and first mediation session. It is 

reported that the average person saves £2,148 by going to mediation instead of having a court 

hearing.



Mediation can help you even if communication between you has broken down so much that 

you can’t be in the same room as your ex-partner. We can do mediation via WhatsApp, for ex-

ample, so you are in the comfort and safety of your own home. Even if your mediation is taking 

place in the mediator’s office, we can arrange the session so you are in separate rooms and the 

mediator moves between you. This is called shuttle mediation.

The courts prefer most matters to be settled through mediation and they generally will not 

accept the court form unless a MIAM certificate has been signed by an accredited mediator. 

Couples usually have to show that they have considered mediation, so there is literally nothing 

to lose by coming to mediation before approaching the courts.

C100 FORM – CHILD ARRANGEMENTS  

This guide just deals with a request for a Child Arrangement Order. This is the most common 

application to the family court and basically asks the Court to make an order outlining what 

contact you will have with your children going forward. The order, if made, will generally state 

arrangements concerning pick-ups and drop-offs. It may also cover special days in the year, 

such as birthdays and religious festivals.



COMPLETING THE C100 FORM 

The first question I am normally asked is where to get the form. The following link takes you 

there: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/form-c100-application-under-the-chil-

dren-act-1989-for-a-child-arrangements-prohibited-steps-specific-issue-section-8-order-or-to-

vary-or-discharge You are applying for a Child Arrangements Order so you need to click on the 

document: Application under the Children Act 1989 for a child arrangements, prohibited steps, 

specific issue section 8 order or to vary or discharge a section 8 order.

This is a PDF form which you can either complete on your computer or print and complete by 

hand. If you don’t have a printer at home, one of the cheapest places to print or copy docu-

ments is often your library.

MAKING A START! 

PAGE 0
ALL ABOUT MEDIATION 

The first page on the form explains media-

tion, what the process is and how you can 

access it. It also tells you what to do if you 

think you are exempt from having to attend 

a MIAM.

As the form says, you do not have to sign 

and date the box at the bottom of the page, 

but you can if you want to.



PAGE 0 – BLANK 

This page is blank.

PAGE 1 – BASIC CASE DETAILS

The top right of the page is completed by 

the court. The first part you need to com-

plete is “First name(s) of applicant(s)” fol-

lowed by “Last name of applicant(s)”. If I am 

filling the form in, I would write “Stuart” and 

then “Hanson”.

It then goes on to ask about the “First 

name(s) of respondent(s)” and “Last name 

of the respondent(s)”. The respondent is 

the other person involved, normally your 

ex-partner.

There is a section to the left that says “Na-

ture of application”. This guide only looks at 

a “Child Arrangements Order” – sorting out the time your children spend with each parent. Tick 

the box. The box below asks you about the nature of the order you seek. Write a very brief 

description of what you want. For example, “An order to clearly define child arrangements.”

The other side of the page asks about “Concerns about risk or harm”. You need to answer 

“Yes” or “No” to each of the 5 points. Think very carefully when completing this. If you tick 

“Yes” on any of these boxes, you must be absolutely certain that you have grounds to make 

these serious allegations. The courts will investigate and it will not look good if they find you 

had no reason to make the allegation. Don’t tick one of these boxes to try to jump the queue. 



Of course, if you have concerns and evidence to back them up, you must tick the boxes that 

apply. In this the case, you must complete form C1A (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/

government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/687760/c1a-eng.pdf) and send it 

with this application.

There are 6 questions at the end of this page, “Additional information required”.

QUESTION 1: “Are you asking for permission to make this application, where that is required?” 

If you are the parent, tick “No”. This question is aimed at people such as grandparents.

QUESTION 2: “Is an urgent hearing or without notice hearing required?” This is where the court 

must intervene immediately to prevent harm to a child. Everyone wants their case to be heard 

quickly, but this box is only to be used where a child is at immediate risk.

QUESTION 3: “Are there previous or ongoing proceedings for the child(ren)?” It is important 

for the court to know if you have been in court before about your children, so they can have 

all the information they need to help you and your family. You may also have other issues go-

ing through the family court and these may need to be looked at together.

QUESTION 4: “Are you looking for an order to formalise an agreement (consent order)?” You 

and your ex-partner may have come to an agreement in mediation and you are both wanting 

it made into a court order.

QUESTION 5: “Is this a case with an international element or factors affecting litigation ca-

pacity?” This refers to situations such as a parent taking a child out of the UK, a child with two 

nationalities and one of the parents have threatened to take the child out of the UK, one of 

the parents relocating abroad with the child.

QUESTION 6: “Will the child or any of the people involved need to use spoken or written 

Welsh during the course of the proceedings?” I think this speaks for itself!



Mediation is a voluntary process, so attending mediation is always your own choice.

However, the courts do expect the you will attempt mediation with your ex-partner before 

going to court, unless there are mitigating circumstances, such as domestic violence or safe 

guarding issues.

Many court applications require a mediator to sign the form before filing at court. If you refuse 

to attend mediation and you go to court, you may have to explain your reasons to a judge or a 

magistrate. 

PAGE 2
THE CHILDREN INVOLVED 

This page is probably the simplest on the 

form. All you need to do is give your chil-

dren’s details. Include all the children that 

need to be considered in your application. 

Remember to start with the oldest child 

first and list them oldest to youngest. Dates 

of birth need to be date, then month, then 

year, e.g. 5 March 2014 is 05 03 2014. Then, for 

each child, state the “Orders applied for”. In 

our case this is “Child Arrangement Order”. 

And for each child, say what the Applicant’s 

(you) and the Respondent’s (the other party) 

relationship to the child is – don’t assume it’s 

obvious!



PAGE 3 – MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE CHILDREN 

QUESTION 1A: Tell the court whether or not 

the children are known to Social Services. If 

your children are, add the name of the child 

or children known to Social Services, the 

name of the Local Authority and the Social 

Worker (if you know).

QUESTION 1B: “Are any of the children the 

subject of a child protection plan?” This is a 

formal plan written by Social Services to en-

sure the child is safe and prevent them from 

suffering further harm.

QUESTION 1C: “Do all the children have the 

same parents?” Families today are more di-

verse, but remember this is only asking about the children the order is being applied for.

The last box in this section asking about parental responsibility for each child is not as straight-

forward as it looks. Remember, someone can have Parental Responsibility even if they are not 

named as a parent on the birth certificate.

QUESTION 1D: “Who do the children currently live with?” In this box write down who each 

child is living with – “Applicant(s)”, “Respondent(s)” or “Other”. This may be with you, your 

ex-partner, friends, grandparents, etc. Note what the form says – if you put the address in 

here, the Respondent will see it. There may be situations where you need to prevent this for 

the child’s sake. Also, you may genuinely not know their exact address, in which case you can 

put ‘Not known’.



PAGE 4
ATTENDING MEDIATION 

The next few pages are about the Mediation 

Information & Assessment Meeting (MIAM). 

Read the first paragraph carefully then an-

swer the next four questions:

2a This guide deals with “Child arrangements” 

so the response will usually be “No”.

2b There are a few circumstances where you 

can claim to be exempt from a MIAM. These 

are listed on https://www.familymediation-

council.org.uk/family-mediation/assess-

ment-meeting-miam/miams-exemptions/ . 

Only tick “Yes” if one of these exemptions 

applies to you, otherwise you must answer “No”.

2c “Has a family mediator informed you that a 

mediator’s exemption applies, and you do not 

need to attend a MIAM?” Make sure you speak to 

a Family Mediation Council accredited mediator. 

You can check the register to see if your mediator 

is listed: https://www.familymediationcouncil.org.

uk/find-local-mediator/

2d “Have you attended a MIAM?” You can have your MIAM online (video link or by video 

WhatsApp call), in person at an office or, if you are a privately paying client, on the telephone.



PAGE 5 – 8 MIAM EXEMPTIONS 

You ONLY have to go through this big sec-

tion of the form if you are claiming that you 

are exempt. Below are some of the exemp-

tions accepted by the family court: You will 

not be expected to attend a MIAM if any of 

the following apply to your situation:

You, or the other respondent party, has al-

leged domestic violence against the other; 

however, this must be supported by clear 

evidence. An example would be if either a 

police investigation took place or an injunc-

tion was made.

The court application you are making links to 

other family legal matters which involve you.

An urgent application needs to be made to the court because there is a genuine risk to the 

life or safety of the person making the application or their family (for example, their chil-

dren) or their home.

The legal dispute is about money and one of the parties is bankrupt.

Where there is no dispute and all parties are in agreement.

You do not know where the other party in the proceedings is.

You want to make a court application, but you have good and specific reasons for not tell-

ing the respondent before.



There is social services involvement and they have stated that there are genuine concerns 

about the wellbeing and safety of your child(ren).

Either you are not able to find a family mediator within 15 miles of where you live, or you 

have been in touch with three mediators within your 15-mile radius, but none of them has 

been able to give you an appointment within 15 working days.

You or the other party have a disability that stops you from attending a mediator’s office. 

However, as online MIAMs and mediation is now available under Legal Aid, you would also 

have to show that you cannot access the internet.

An accredited mediator records on the court form that mediation is not suitable. An exam-

ple would be that the other person (the respondent) does not wish to come to a MIAM.

If you have been to mediation within the past four months, but it has not worked out. The 

mediator will confirm on the court form that mediation is not the best way for the matter to 

be resolved.

You or the respondent do not live in either England or Wales. The person living abroad 

would not be seen as being “habitually resident”.

Always bear in mind that the magistrates or judge can direct you to go to mediation if they 

feel that your case can be dealt with in this way.



PAGE 9 – MIAM CERTIFICATE 

This page is for the accredited mediator to complete, not 

you! Remember that mediation might not cost you any-

thing if you qualify for Legal Aid. If this is the case, your 

MIAM certificate will also be free. Mediation is voluntary 

and therefore you can decide not to take part in the MIAM, 

but remember the magistrates or judge will probably want 

to know why you refused mediation. Your mediator will 

probably email you with your MIAM certificate for you to 

print off.

PAGE 10 – REASONS FOR 
MAKING THE APPLICATION 

This is where you explain to the court what you are asking for.

The first question is “Have you applied to the court for per-

mission to make this application?” You do not need permis-

sion for the type of case we are dealing with, so tick the 

“No” box and you can ignore box 5a.

QUESTION 5B: Give brief details, you don’t have to write a 

book! The best advice I have is to keep emotions out of your 

explanation. Keep it factual and don’t try to guess or speculate about what the other person’s mo-

tives might be. This can be really difficult to do, but it is always best to be simple, clear and direct in 

asking for what you want.



You need to say:

• how you agreed things previously;

• what the situation has been up to now;

• what’s got in the way now;

• what you want the court to do.

• Here is an example:

“My ex-partner and I have shared the parenting of our children on an informal basis for the last 

two years. I previously had the children Friday after school to Sunday lunchtime on alternate 

weekends and an overnight stay on Wednesdays each week. Communications have broken 

down fully and my contact has been stopped. I ask the court to grant a Child Arrangements 

Order to reflect our shared parenting arrangements and future contact along the same lines as 

previously.”

5C “Have you previously prepared a Parenting Plan?” You will certainly know if you have one. 

It is also sometimes called a Parenting Agreement. It is a document that covers care arrange-

ments, communications between parents, holidays, other 

special times, health and education. If you would like to see 

one, please visit: https://www.cafcass.gov.uk/grown-ups/

parents-and-carers/divorce-and-separation/parenting-plan/

PAGES 11 & 12 – URGENT AND 
WITHOUT NOTICE HEARINGS 

These pages do not apply for the type of application this 

guide supports.



PAGE 13 – OTHER COURT CASES 
WHICH CONCERN THE CHILD(REN) 
LISTED IN SECTION 1 

Only complete this page if you answered “Yes” to the 

3rd question on the first page of the form (Are there 

previous or ongoing proceedings for the child(ren)). If 

so, give details here. This only applies to the child(ren) 

you are asking to be considered in this application.

PAGE 14 – CASES WITH AN 
INTERNATIONAL ELEMENT 

Only complete this if you answered “Yes” to the fifth 

question on the first page of the form and it’s an over-

seas residence issue (Is this a case with an internation-

al element or factors affecting litigation capacity?)



PAGE 15 – ATTENDING COURT 

This is to make sure the court is ready for you and 

anyone else’s needs when attending court. If you, or 

someone involved in the case, needs an interpreter or 

any other assistance/facilities it is important that you 

mention it here. As it says at the bottom of the page 

the courts may be in touch to discuss what you have 

written.

PAGE 16 – ABOUT YOU 
(THE APPLICANT(S)) 

This page is about you and your contact informa-

tion. If you do not want the respondent to know 

your address, leave the address details blank and 

complete Confidential contact details Form C8. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/

form-c8-confidential-contact-details-family-proce-

dure-rules-2010-rule-291  Remember to make sure that 

any documents submitted with this form or at a later 

date, do not disclose the confidential contact details 

you wish to withhold.



PAGE 17 – THE RESPONDENT(S)  

This page is about the other party – usually your 

ex-partner. Try and put down as much information 

as you can, but if you don’t know something, just 

tick the “Don’t know” box. You can complete a sep-

arate C4 Form, which will instruct the court to order 

certain people/organisations to tell the court where 

the respondent is https://www.gov.uk/government/

publications/form-c4-application-for-an-order-for-

disclosure-of-a-childs-whereabouts This does not 

necessarily mean that you will be given the details of 

where your ex-partner is but the court will have that 

information so it can move forward with the case.

PAGE 18 – OTHERS WHO 
SHOULD BE GIVEN NOTICE 

This page should not need to be completed if the 

problems you are facing are between just you and 

your ex-partner.



PAGE 19 – SOLICITOR’S DETAILS 

Only complete this page if you have formally instruct-

ed a solicitor to act for you in this matter – probably 

unlikely if you are completing this form yourself.

PAGE 20 – CHECKLIST 
& STATEMENT OF TRUTH 

Well done, you have reached the end! All you need 

to do is go through the checklist and ensure that you 

have completed the form correctly.

This just leaves the Statement of Truth. Always re-

member to stick to facts in your application and leave 

emotions and speculation out of it. If you are satisfied 

that everything you have written in the form is true 

to the best of your knowledge, sign the box. As with 

all official forms, if the court finds that you have been 

untruthful or tried to mislead it, you may face prose-

cution and it won’t help your case.



Remember to make three copies of your form. To find your local court visit: 

https://www.gov.uk/find-court-tribunal

OTHER OPTIONS – FAMILY ARBITRATION 

If you want to keep out of the family courts, family arbitration may interest you. It is similar to 

going to court, the main difference is that decision on your child arrangement based on your 

circumstances is made by the arbitrator, not a magistrate or a judge. You and your ex-partner 

would have to agree on the arbitrator you would want to use. One benefit is that you select 

where the hearing is held.

Unlike mediation, which is not legally binding, an arbitrator’s decision is. This means that you 

have to keep to the agreement set out, just as you would with a court order.

This option is popular if you and your ex-partner do not want to wait a long time for the family 

courts to list your case. Some courts have a waiting list of more than a year for a full hearing. It 

is always worth asking your local court how long their waiting time is.

People often go to arbitrators if they have not been able to come to a joint agreement in me-

diation and would prefer someone else to decide, rather than having difficult negotiations.

Remember though that arbitration is not cheap and Legal Aid is not available for this service. 

Despite this, it can still be less expensive than going to court, which often costs thousands of 

pounds. It is estimated that a straightforward arbitration case costs around £1,000. However, 

fees vary depending on location and the complexity of the case being dealt with.

The Institute of Family Law Arbitrators website has lots of useful information and a search tool 

which lets you find an arbitrator near to you http://ifla.org.uk/. You may also find it useful to 

discuss arbitration with a solicitor before deciding on this route.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

HOW MANY MEDIATION SESSIONS WILL I NEED TO SORT OUT MY CHILD 

ARRANGEMENTS OR FINANCIAL ISSUES?

The number of sessions vary depending on how well you and your ex-partner work together. It 

also depends on how many issues you have to resolve.

WHAT CAN I DO TO MAKE THE ARRANGEMENTS AGREED IN MEDIATION LEGALLY BINDING?

Some people feel that they need the security of a court order to move forward with their lives. 

It is usually best to speak to your mediator about the different options or speak with a family 

solicitor.

DO I HAVE TO SPEAK DIRECTLY TO MY EX-PARTNER IN MEDIATION?

There are two types of mediation: face to face and shuttle. Face to face basically means having 

direct contact with your ex, while shuttle is where the mediator goes between the two of you. 

This can be done in person or online.

WHO HAS TO PAY FOR FAMILY MEDIATION?

If you are privately paying you only have to pay for yourself. Your ex-partner will be responsi-

ble for their fees.

FINAL COMMENTS 

I sincerely wish you and your family all the best. It is undoubtedly a very stressful time for you. 

If you need more support there are organisations out there to talk to. If you need more help 

completing the C100 form the Personal Support Unit is available. Click on the link to find the 

closest office to you [insert link]. If you need help finding a solicitor, please send me an email 

and we will help find you a solicitor that matches your needs through The Legal Exchange.



DISCLAIMER 

The information on this page is for general guidance. If you require legal advice, we suggest 

that you contact a family solicitor.

Direct Mediation Services (a trading name for The Intelligent Solutions Group Ltd) has tried 

to make sure that the information we have given you is accurate. However, we cannot accept 

liability for any loss, damage or inconvenience arising as a consequence of any use of or the 

inability to use any information on this webpage. We always try to give the best information 

available, but we cannot guarantee that the information we give will be error-free. We are not 

responsible for claims brought by third parties arising from your use of information found on 

our website.

Direct Mediation Services takes no responsibility for the content of websites it lists. Also, 

please understand that providing a link does not mean that we endorse the service offered. In 

addition, Direct Mediation Services has no control over the linked pages being available.

COPYRIGHT 

Material on our website is fully protected by copyright. It may only be used for your own per-

sonal use and may not be copied, reproduced, republished, downloaded, posted, broadcast or 

transmitted for commercial gain. If you do wish to use any part of our site for these purposes, 

you must get prior written consent from Direct Mediation Services.


